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Abstract. The immune system is dysfunctional in cancer,
and therapeutic approaches designated to restore immunity
and increase long‑term overall survival are desirable. The
role of immunotherapy is to trigger the immune system to
recognize and destroy tumor cells. Interleukin‑15 (IL‑15) is
a member of the common gamma‑chain (γc) cytokines that
promote the differentiation and expansion of T cells, B cells
and natural killer (NK) cells, leading to enhanced antitumor
responses. This suggests that IL‑15 is a promising candidate
for anticancer therapy. Renewed interest in cancer immuno‑
therapy has led to an increased number of preclinical studies
and clinical trials that have investigated the reliability and
potency of IL‑15‑based agents, not only as single therapy,
but also in combination with others. This review provides a
description of these studies which show the advantages and
disadvantages of IL‑15 as an immunotherapeutic agent. We
present here the role of IL‑15 and pharmacologically improved
IL‑15 superagonists as a single treatment or in combination
with other therapeutic agents.
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1. Introduction
Cancer remains one of the main causes of mortality despite
all efforts to decode the molecular mechanisms of the disease
and to develop therapeutic strategies (1). Currently, there are
three main approaches to treating cancer patients: Surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. These three therapeutic
approaches are named by the experts as ‘the pillars of cancer
therapy’, but more and more oncologists are considering
immunotherapy as ‘the fourth pillar’ (2). Immunotherapy
either stimulates the activities of specific components of the
immune system, or counteracts the signals produced by tumor
cells which suppress the immune response. The concept of
single therapy in cancer therapy has been discounted with each
discovery related to the genetic and immunologic complexity
of the tumor microenvironment (3‑5). Currently, many studies
have focused on increasing the effectiveness of antitumor
therapy by combining established cancer treatment, such
as chemotherapy, radiotherapy and photodynamic therapy
with immunotherapy. Many efforts are also being made to
identify new immune therapeutic targets and combinations of
immunotherapeutic agents for increasing the response rates to
therapies.
Immunotherapy began with the use of Coley's toxins in
the treatment of osteosarcoma and has expanded to cytokines
such as interleukin‑2 (IL‑2) and interferon‑ γ (IFNγ) to
recently immune checkpoint inhibitors, anti‑programmed
cell death 1/programmed death ligand 1 (anti‑PD‑1/PD‑L1)
and cytotoxic T‑lymphocyte antigen‑4 (anti‑CTLA‑4) (6).
Immunotherapy in cancer comprises immune system modula‑
tors (cytokines), therapeutic antibodies, immune cell therapy,
immune checkpoint inhibitors, and vaccines (7).
In the last four decades, cytokines have been explored in
large‑scale clinical trials for patients with melanoma, renal
cell cancer (RCC), breast cancer, glioblastoma, lymphoma, and
leukemia (8). US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
approved several cytokines and hematopoietic growth factors
for adjuvant therapy in cancer. Interferon‑alpha (IFN‑ α)
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and IL‑2 are used in the treatment of RCC and metastatic
melanoma, or as adjuvant therapy for patients with surgical
excision of high‑risk malignant melanoma (9). There are
many studies that have reported a significant alteration of T
and NK cell functions in cancer (10‑12). The combination of
IL‑2 with adoptive T cell therapy has significantly improved
treatment efficacy. These achievements indicate that stimula‑
tion of T and NK cell reactions may produce efficacious and
lasting responses (13,14). Cytokines are immunomodula‑
tors; they act on both effector and cytotoxic cells. Various
animal tumor models have demonstrated a wide antitumor
activity for different cytokines (15,16). Various cytokines,
such as granulocyte‑macrophage colony‑stimulating
factor (GM‑CSF), and interleukins, IL‑2, IL‑15, IL‑12, IL‑18,
IL‑7 and IL‑21, have been clinically evaluated in patients with
advanced forms of cancer (9).
One of the most hopeful immunotherapeutic agents in
cancer is IL‑15, a cytokine which shares similar functions with
IL‑2, such as the potential to stimulate antitumor responses.
Yet, it also has clear advantages over IL‑2 (17). The National
Cancer Institute (NCI) ranked IL‑15 among the top 20 immu‑
notherapeutic agents in cancer therapy over a decade ago. Since
IL‑15 was discovered, there have been more than 6,000 papers
and more than 170 clinical trials involving this cytokine (18).
In the present review, we offer an image of both preclinical
and clinical studies which propose IL‑15 as an effective
antitumor agent.
2. Interleukin‑15
IL‑15 plays an important role in innate and adaptive immunity.
It is a four‑helix bundle cytokine, and was discovered in 1994
by two different research groups (19,20). It was described
as a T cell proliferation factor which shared IL‑2 receptor β
subunit with IL‑2. IL‑15 is a pleiotropic cytokine, constitu‑
tively expressed by many type of cells such as macrophages,
monocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), T cells, as well as epithelial
cells, fibroblasts, keratinocytes, and nerve cells. However, IL‑15
is mainly produced by macrophages, monocytes and DCs (21).
IL‑15 is especially involved in lymphocyte and NK cell
functioning and homeostasis. IL‑15 signals through a hetero‑
trimeric receptor which consist of three subunits, the IL‑15
receptor α (IL‑15Rα or CD215) specific subunit, IL2/IL‑15
receptor β subunit (IL2/IL‑15Rβ), and γ (CD132) subunit, a
common chain for other cytokines such as IL‑2, IL‑4, IL‑7,
IL‑9, and IL‑21. After activation, myeloid cells produce IL‑15
as a membrane‑bound heterodimer complexed with IL‑15Rα,
and it is dominantly trans‑presented to the cells expressing
the dimeric IL2/IL‑15R βγ receptor (22). IL‑15 signaling
requires Janus kinases (Jak)‑1 and Jak‑3 to phosphorylate and
activate the signal transducer and activator of transcription
(STAT)3 and STAT5. Furthermore, IL‑15 stimulates both the
phosphatidylinositol 3‑kinase/protein kinase B (PI3K/AKT)
and RAS/mitogen‑activated protein kinase (RAS/MAPK)
pathways (23). IL‑15 acts on many cells of the immune system,
being able to increase proliferation of B cells and secretion
of immunoglobulins, and is critical for the ontogeny of NK
and CD8+ T cells, inducing cell activation, proliferation,
cytolytic activity and the production of cytokines such as
interferon‑γ (IFN‑γ) by these cells. Although IL‑2 and IL‑15

present many similar functions on lymphocytes, there are some
differences. IL‑15 does not exert significant effects on regula‑
tory T cells (Tregs), a subset of cells that inhibit antitumor
immunity and promote tumor development and progression;
and by acting as a survival factor of CD8 memory T cells, it
plays an important role in supporting the long‑term mainte‑
nance, high‑avidity T cell responses to malignant cells (24,25).
Unfortunately, IL‑15 exhibits a dark side. This cytokine
also presents pro‑inflammatory potential, being involved
in the pathogenesis of several autoimmune diseases. IL‑15
induces production of pro‑inflammatory cytokines, such as
IL‑1β and tumor‑necrosis factor‑α (TNFα), and promotes the
survival of a self‑directed memory T cell subpopulation (26).
IL‑15 has been detected in patients with such autoimmune
diseases as inflammatory bowel disease (27,28), rheumatoid
arthritis (29,30), and multiple sclerosis (MS) (31,32). In these
patients, both elevated level of IL‑15 in body fluids and
disordered IL‑15 expression has been noted when compared
with healthy controls.
3. Interleukin‑15 and preclinical studies
IL‑15 is a cytokine that stimulates proliferation, activation and
expansion of NK cells, as well as T‑cell proliferation and genera‑
tion of cytotoxic T lymphocytes, and sustaining of long‑lasting
antitumor immunity (18,33,34). Under normal conditions,
soluble IL‑15 (sIL‑15) is difficult to be found in vivo, mainly
due to its short half‑life and the strict regulatory mechanisms
involved in its expression. However, the first studies which
assessed the potential immunotherapeutic role of this cytokine
used the soluble form (35,36). Preclinical observations revealed
that recombinant IL‑15 (rIL‑15) also generated long‑term
proliferation and activation of CD8 memory T and NK cells.
This ability of IL‑15 to stimulate these cytotoxic effector cells
is the major mechanism which supports its potential antitumor
activity (18). Several preclinical studies have shown that
administration of rIL‑15 leads to tumor regression, metastasis
reduction, and increased survival in tumor‑bearing mice (33).
When using in vivo studies on mice, the increased antitumor
response was linked to enriched cytotoxic activities of T‑CD8+
and NK cells. Thus, in some mice which received IL‑15
treatment, the tumors were removed and the treated animals
continued to be tumor‑free after re‑challenge, suggesting that
a long‑term immune response had occurred (21,34).
Administration of IL‑15 alone showed antitumor effects
in some mouse tumor models, but co‑administration of IL‑15
with soluble IL‑15Rα (sIL‑15Rα) induced a greater antitumor
response compared to IL‑15 alone. The authors demonstrated
that administration of IL‑15/sIL‑15Rα mimics trans‑presen‑
tation and increases the bio‑stability of this cytokine (37,38).
Moreover, co‑administration of IL‑15 with IL‑21 was found
to enrich the antitumor effectiveness of IL‑15 in a mouse
tumor model (39). Furthermore, IL‑15 along with another
two cytokines, IL‑12 and IL‑18, induced differentiation of
cytokine‑induced memory‑like NK cells which demonstrated
a vigorous antitumor response (1,40).
Targeted therapy using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
has been established as one of the most successful thera‑
peutic strategy for cancer; one of the mechanisms of action
being antibody‑dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) for
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elimination of the tumor cells. Combination of IL‑15 with
mAbs, anti‑CD20 (rituximab) or anti‑CD52 (alemtuzumab),
increased the effectiveness of the treatment in some forms
of blood cancer, and the antitumor effects relied on elevated
ADCC (41).
During the last few years, the use of CD40 agonists in
cancer therapy has been investigated thoroughly, both as
a single intervention or in combination with others, such as
checkpoint inhibitors PD‑1 and CTLA‑4 (42,43). Both in mice
and humans, treatment strategies utilizing CD40 agonists
with or without checkpoint inhibitors have revealed more
robust antitumor activity featured by major tumor regression
and a durable response (44,45). In addition, in preclinical
studies, CD40 agonist antibody combined with IL‑15 rendered
enhanced antitumor efﬁcacy with profound increases in
survival and complete recovery (46,47). The antitumor effect
of this therapeutic combination is based especially on T‑CD8+
and NK cells without the need for T‑CD4+ cells. Additionally,
a large number of CD103+ DCs was observed (46).
The ability of DCs to initiate the adaptive immune
response was explored in vaccination strategies during the past
decades. Many preclinical and clinical studies have shown
potent antitumor responses after treatment with DC‑based
vaccine (48,49). In the last few years, IL‑15 differentiated DCs
(IL‑15 DCs) have shown great interest as a new DC‑based
cancer vaccine (50). These IL‑15 DCs have the potential to
stimulate both T and NK cells, and also can have a direct
cytotoxic action against tumor cells (51).
The instability of soluble IL‑15 and availability in vivo
of IL‑15Rα restrict its potency. Because of these limitations,
a variety of IL‑15/IL‑15Rα complexes, IL‑15 superagonists,
were generated to enhance the therapeutic capacity of this
cytokine. IL‑15 superagonists exhibit appreciable stability and
activity in vivo, promoting a considerable activation of NK
and T‑CD8+ cells and fewer toxic effects (52‑57). Currently,
in clinical trials, the following IL‑15 superagonists are the
most used: Heterodimeric (het) IL‑15, receptor‑linker‑IL‑15
(RLI), IL‑15/IL‑15Rα‑Fc, and N‑803 (previously known as
ALT‑803) (58). IL‑15 superagonists show significant promise
for use in tandem with additional immunotherapies, such as
immune checkpoint inhibitors, vaccines, antitumor antibodies,
and adoptive cell therapies (59).
Mortier et al generated a hyper‑IL‑15 fusion protein
called RLI, obtained by attaching a sushi domain of IL‑15Rα
to IL‑15 (60). This superagonist is capable to increase the
bioactivity of IL‑15, and in mouse mammary carcinoma,
4T1 administration of RLI showed antimetastatic activities,
having vigorous immunostimulatory properties on NK cells.
In addition, RLI enhanced the antitumor activity of anti‑PD‑1
antagonists in murine colon carcinoma; the combination
of the two therapeutic agents being stronger than IL‑15 and
anti‑PD‑1 alone (61).
Despite all of the attempts in the research of cancer immu‑
notherapy, hardly a fraction of patients currently respond to
these new therapeutic approaches. The immunosuppressive
tumor microenvironment restricts both innate and adaptive
antitumor responses for promoting tumor development (62).
This immune suppression includes among others the expres‑
sion of immune checkpoint inhibitors such as PD‑1/PD‑L1
and CTLA‑4. Overexpression of PD‑L1 is noted in many
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types of cancer and is related with poor clinical outcome (63).
PD‑L1 negatively regulates T‑CD8+ and NK cell function by
restraining cell proliferation and cytokine release (64). In
some tumors with a high number of mutations as melanoma,
lung and bladder cancers, an increase in survival was observed
after PD‑L1 or PD‑1 administration (65‑67). An IL‑15 super‑
agonist, ALT‑803, has shown in some preclinical studies
antitumor efficacy against murine solid carcinomas, but was
not curative (68,69). Preclinical use of IL‑15 superagonist
N‑803 (formerly ALT‑803) plus anti‑PD‑L1 improved survival
by diminishing tumor burden and metastasis (70).
A new approach for cancer treatment is oncolytic immuno‑
therapy. This therapy uses viruses which preferentially infect
and destroy tumor cells (71). Oncolytic viruses expressing
IL‑15 can induce both potent oncolytic effect and activate
effector immune cells for a strong antitumor response. It has
been shown that a vesicular stomatitis virus which expresses
IL‑15 induced strong antitumor immunity in a mouse colon
cancer model (72). In addition, myxoma virus that expresses
IL15Rα‑IL‑15 fusion protein presented an augmented immune
response in a B1‑F10 melanoma model (73). A vaccinia virus
expressing IL‑15/IL‑15Rα (vvDD‑IL15‑Ra) combined with
anti‑PD1 blockade was found to provide significant antitumor
activity in both colorectal and ovarian murine cancer
models (74).
4. Interleukin‑15 and clinical trials
IL‑2 was the first cytokine used as an immunotherapeutic
agent in cancer treatment. In 1992, the FDA approved use of
IL‑2 for patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma, and for
those with metastatic melanoma six years later (75). Despite
the capability of high‑dose IL‑2 therapy to generate complete
responses in patients with metastatic malignancies, significant
systemic toxicity has also been observed. Beside its high
toxicity, IL‑2 also has the ability to induce Treg cell expansion
and generate immune‑suppressive responses (25,76). Similar
to IL‑2, IL‑15 has the ability to boost antitumor immune
responses, but IL‑15 does not sustain Treg expansion and does
not exhibit such high toxicity as IL‑2 (36). Some studies have
shown that when IL‑15 is administrated at high doses it can
produce side effects, including reduced appetite, diarrhea,
weight loss, without autoimmune manifestations or infections.
Using IL‑15 as a therapeutic agent in cancer patients was
shown to promote T‑ and NK cell expansion, maturation and
cytotoxic functions (77,78). Based on these observations treat‑
ment with IL‑15 is recommended as an alternative strategy for
metastatic cancers.
In a first clinical trial, recombinant aglycosylated IL‑15
produced in Escherichia coli was administered intravenous
every day to patients with metastatic malignant melanoma and
metastatic RCC. All patients showed, similar to murine studies,
a peripheral proliferation of T‑CD8+ and NK cells soon after
IL‑15 infusion, but higher doses caused toxic effects, including
high fever, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia and hypotension.
These data suggest that in order to reduce toxicity it is recom‑
mended to use a continuous intravenous or subcutaneous route
of administration (79).
IL‑15 superagonist ALT‑803 that was demonstrated
to develop robust IL‑15 activity in animal models, was
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administrated in combination with anti‑PD‑1 therapy in
patients with metastatic non‑small cell lung cancer. The treat‑
ment was well tolerated, without a dose‑dependent toxicity, and
a phase II study is in progress (80). ALT‑803 plus intravesical
bacillus Calmette‑Guérin (BCG) was assessed in bladder
cancer (81), and the FDA granted fast‑track approval for this
therapy for non‑muscle invasive bladder cancer (82).
The effectiveness of receptor‑linker‑IL‑15 as a single
therapy or combined with a PD‑1 antagonist (pembrolizumab)
is under evaluation in a clinical trial (SC103) that enrolled
patients with metastatic tumors (SC103) (83).
Currently, there are ongoing clinical trials involving IL‑15 or
pharmacologically enhanced IL‑15 superagonists, most of them
include administering IL‑15 in combination with other agents.
Combinations with mAbs, alemtuzumab (NCT02689453) or
rituximab (NCT02384954), are used for testing the ability of
IL‑15 to increase ADCC effects in relapsed/refractory acute
and chronic adult T‑cell leukemia, and in relapsed/refractory
indolent Non‑Hodgkin lymphoma. In others, IL‑15 is used as an
adjuvant for adoptive NK cell therapies in children and young
patients with advanced solid tumors (NCT01875601), in patients
with Merkel cell carcinoma (stages III or IV) (NCT02465957),
in acute myelogenous leukemia (NCT01385423), and in pancre‑
atic cancer (NCT03329248, NCT03387098, NCT03586869 and
NCT03136406) (46). Recently, patients with refractory cancers
were enrolled in a clinical trial which is investigating the effects
and doses of IL‑15 with anti‑checkpoint antibodies nivolumab
and ipilimumab (NCT03388632), and a trial with rIL‑15 and
avelumab (anti‑PD‑L1) in patients with clear‑cell renal carci‑
noma (NCT04150562) (59).
5. Conclusions
In the present review, we highlighted the advantages and
disadvantages of IL‑15 as a cancer therapeutic agent based on
data acquired from preclinical studies and clinical trials. At the
beginning, IL‑15 denoted a significant potential for therapeutic
use, because of its capacity to stimulate the proliferation and
cytotoxic functions of immune effector cells. In several murine
models of cancers, administration of IL‑15 not only expanded
the amount of cytotoxic T cells and NK cells but also enhanced
their cytotoxic functions leading to robust antitumor responses.
But, despite all of these promising data, the effectiveness of this
cytokine is restricted by its short half‑life. Different strategies
have been developed to enhance the stability and effectiveness
of IL‑15, mostly by constructing IL‑15 superagonists. All of
these IL‑15 superagonists were found to enhance its bioac‑
tivity and stability in vivo and subsequent enhanced antitumor
immunity. In a previous study, our group also communicated
that co‑administration of IL‑15 with the IL15Rα subunit
induced greater antitumor responses than when IL‑15 was used
alone (38). IL‑15 administered as a monotherapy showed some
efficacy in inducing tumor regression, but IL‑15 used in combi‑
nation with other immunotherapies revealed greater potential in
the fight against cancer. Currently, therapeutic trials including
IL‑15 with agonistic anti‑CD40, with the checkpoint inhibitors,
anti‑PD‑L1 and anti‑CTLA‑4, and with cancer directed mono‑
clonal antibodies are ongoing.
In our opinion, the main challenges of IL‑15 therapy for
cancer remain the optimal dose and the route of administration

for maximize antitumor response with limited toxicity. In
addition, another question awaiting an answer from future
studies is what type of tumors are more responsive to IL‑15
treatment, alone or in different combinations.
There are currently clinical trials that are assessing the
therapeutic applications of IL‑15 alone or in combination with
other immunotherapy in numerous cancer types. All of these
studies provide the hope that IL‑15 will take an essential role
in cancer therapy.
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